Heating Systems
[with hand-crafted wood stoves]

made in germany.
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made in germany.

BRUNNER was one of the first manufacturers to offer their
hand-crafted wood-fired inserts as water heating capable
devices. In addition to the usual tiled stove or fireplace effect in
the room of installation, part of the available heat is supplied
into the heating system.
BRUNNERs decades of experience evolved into the most diverse
applications of such constructions. Our partner craftsmen got
acquainted with the design and limits of applications during
numerous training sessions. This means safety for our valued
customers, who want to secure their fundamental need for
heat and warmth.
All water heating inserts are approved for use as individual fireplaces and comply with the requirements of the amended 1st
Federal Immission Control Regulation (1.BImSchV).
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Next winter will come.
There is probably no more beautiful and reasonable way of securing heat for you
home, than with a tiled stove or fireplace.
As support for your existing heating system or in-between seasons - it is always
good to provide heat with your domestic energy resources. This is related to a
feeling of security and certainty, which derives from the ability to take care for the
fundamental needs of your family.
To find the right design approach and solution requires specialist expertise.
The BRUNNER partner craftsmen will be very glad to help you with this.

A heating system depends on interaction between the heat-generating
devices and heat management.

Touchdisplay 2.0
Waterbearing tiled stove,
fireplace, kitchen stove

Solar heating system

EOS 6
circuit board

hot

Heating circuit 1,
e.g. radiators

Hot water, shower, ...
Circulation

cold

Heating circuit 2,
e.g. floor heating

Touchdisplay 2.0

BHZ 2.0
circuit board

Additional heating,
e.g. oil/gas heater

Brunner Network (Data-Bus)
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Kompakt-Kessel B5 - Tiles: Sommerhuber

How the heat of combustion is getting
transferred to radiators?
Heat is released during a combustion process. Combustion
chamber geometry and air supply are adapted to each other in
such a way, to ensure a complete and controlled combustion
process. When the heating gases leave the combustion chamber,
they reach a temperature of 600 - 800 °C. These temperature
levels are sufficient to heat the metallic surface of a watercooled heat exchanger

. The hot walls of the combustion

Exchangeable safety heat exchanger

.

This is available only at BRUNNER.
(Picture: Kamin-Kessel 38/86)

chamber are used for production of hot water as well.
The firebox is surrounded by a water-cooled boiler
case

. The hot inner linings of the combustion

chamber are conducting heat into the surrounding
boiler case. The boiler case and the heat exchanger
create a single boiler circuit. Both devices together
raise the temperature of water up to 70 - 80 °C, which
in turn is collected in a buffer tank to supply radiators, floor heating and wall panel heating, when
necessary. The remaining portion of the combustion
heat

is warming the tiled walls of the stove,

providing radiant heat transmission inside the room.
To find out where the heating power comes from,
please refer to page 40.
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HKD 2.2 SK - Tiles: MEZ
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Integrated cleaning mechanism.
The benefits are obvious: No flying ashes in your living room during the
heat exchanger cleaning and constantly high efficiency.
Deposits on the heat exchanger surface are removed by cleaning springs
moving up and down.
The cleaning mechanism is actuated manually before heating up, using
a dedicated lever or handle.
This cleaning mechanism is available for B4
and HKD 2.2 SK heating inserts.

B4 with cleaning mechanism
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Waterbearing tiled stoves
A tiled stove in the living room provides pleasant radiant heat and is integrated into the heating system
and hot water supply of a building.
Tiled stoves with heat exchangers are combined with ceramic storage mass:

a Switchable heat exchanger for desired heating effect and current hot water supply needs
(HKD 4.1 SK/w, HKD 2.2 SK and HKD 2.2 XL SK)

a Space saving boiler case for combination with ceramic storage mass
(B4/B5 and HKD 4.1 HWM with constant water heating share)

a For conversions of existing tiled stoves into water heating devices (B7 and B8 with constant
water heating share and high exhaust temperatures for larger reheating systems)

Waterbearing tiled stoves

30 -70 %

Waterbearing fireplaces

30 - 70 %

Waterbearing kitchen stoves

48 -65%
Water heating share

Fire atmosphere with large viewing glass and water
heating capability.

Cooking, frying and baking, or heat and hot
water when desired.

Fireplaces with heat exchangers are connected directly to
the chimney, without additional reheating devices:

A switching flap decides on the operating mode.

a Fireplace look with large viewing glass

a No overheating of living spaces in

a Top-mount boiler and Kesselmodul water heater for
BRUNNER fireplaces. Also available for Tunnel versions

a Kamin-Kessel devices with high water heating share

Waterbearing fireplaces
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‚heating mode‘ operation

a Alternatively cooking/baking, heat
and hot water

Waterbearing kitchen stoves

Independence day.

To provide for the fundamental need of
heat is very simple today. By building

33 - 50 cm
5 - 20 kg

your own wood-fired stove system with
integrated water heater, you can make
way for your personal, independent
energy policy. To cover the heat
demand of a single family

33 - 50 cm
3 - 7 kg

with

domestic,

renewable

energy, is certainly one of the
most reasonable investments
today. Waterbearing tiled stoves,

33 cm
3 - 6 kg

fireplaces

or

kitchen

stoves

by

BRUNNER are among the best, that any
stove setter can offer.

Architektur-Kamin 38/86 with top-mount boiler
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Waterbearing tiled stoves.
Accumulation stove with
switchable water heating share
Not all family homes are the same, and living situations
change with time. With a variable boiler share, the
heating water supply is flexible and adjusted to your
needs and desires.
With a smoke valve installed on the chimney entry it
is possible to direct the stream of heating gases into
the heat exchanger, or alternatively through a ceramic
storage mass. With this simple trick it is easy to
determine the share or distribution of heat.
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Kompakt-Kessel B4 - VOK, Braak

a Accumulation

In accumulation mode, ceramic storage mass heating
prevails (radiant heat).

a Boiler mode

In boiler mode, buffer tank supply are the main priorities.

1 Firebox
2 Integrated water-cooled heat
exchanger
3 Heating gas flow directing
flap

4 Ceramic storage mass
5 Boiler case
6 Cleaning mechanism
(option)

Tiled stoves with switchable water heating share can be adapted perfectly to the heating concept of every
single home. For each situation there is a suitable solution:
Max. Storage
effect

Max. Boiler
share

Stove height

88 %

40 %

5 - 10 kg

50 cm

> 170 cm

50 %

70 %

5 - 10 kg

33 cm

> 155 cm

60 %

70 %

5 - 10 kg

50 cm

> 155 cm

55 %

60 %

10 - 20 kg

50 cm

> 145 cm

Stove insert






HKD 4.1w
HKD 2.2 SK
HKD 4.1 SK
HKD 2.2 XL SK
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Accumulation stoves with switchable water heating share.
HKD 4.1 w
HKD 4.1 SK

HKD 4.1 SK with access door 34 /45

Tiled stove with water
heating share according
to needs and desires
Larger boiler variants with variable
water heating share and switchable
storage mass.
For top-mount boiler versions (HKD
4.1w), the ‚tiled stove effect‘ is dominant.
For high heating water demand, the
„Stubenkessel“

variant

with

boiler

insulation (HKD 4.1 SK) is used.

HKD 4.1 SK
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1
2
3
4
5

Firebox
Integrated water-cooled heat exchanger
Boiler case
Connection „Storage mass“ rear/side
Exhaust connecting piece „Boiler“ top/rear

HKD 4.1 w

HKD 4.1 SK

50 cm (5 - 10 kg)
suitable for heating load up
to 9 kW
available heat per combustion
cycle: 17.5 - 35 kWh
for tiled stoves with storage
mass up to 700/450 kg

Classic accumulation stove
with switchable water
heating share.

The „Stubenkessel“ boiler. A solution for every wish &
demand situation.

This solution is characterized by
a dominant heat radiation effect,
because the firebox is set up as a
classic warm air convection or heat
radiation body. The heat share of
the heating gases can be released
via a top-mount boiler, or through
a ceramic storage mass.

The combination of insulated boiler
case with switchable heating gas
stream onto ceramic storage mass
or water-cooled heat exchanger
provides variable heating water share
between 30 and 70 %.

Division of available heat in accumulation mode
or boiler mode (with 10 kg of wood)
HKD 4.1w

HKD 4.1 SK

2%

30 %
40 %

70 %

88 %

50 %

60 %

20 %

10 %

10 %

10 %

10 %

Accumulation

Boiler mode

v Water
v Viewing glass
heating share share (fast
heating effect)

Accumulation Boiler mode

v Stove insert + reheating
surface (retained
heating effect)
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Accumulation stoves with switchable water heating share.

HKD 2.2 SK
HKD 2.2 SK Tunnel

HKD 2.2 SK Tunnel
Tiles: Kaufmann

The SK boiler with
reduced depth.
The small „Stubenkessel“ type for
logs up to 33 cm. With the lateral
connections on the boiler case it is
possible to create tiled stoves with
depths under 80 cm or in roomdividing design.

HKD 2.2 SK
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Firebox
Integrated water-cooled heat exchanger
Boiler case
Lateral connection „Storage mass“
Lateral „Boiler“ connecting piece
Cleaning mechanism (option)

HKD 2.2 SK

HKD 2.2 SK
Tunnel

33 cm (4 - 8 kg)

The small „Stubenkessel“.

available heat per combustion
cycle: 14 - 28 kWh

The proven firebox of HKD 2.2 integrated in a boiler case with switchable watercooled heat exchanger.

for tiled stoves with storage
mass up to 400 kg

The lateral connections for storage mass and chimney entry allow for very
compact dimensions.
The HKD 2.2 SK can be also directly connected to the chimney.
With the comfortable cleaning mechanism, the periodic heat exchanger
cleaning is much easier and faster to complete. Efficiency reducing soot deposits
can be avoided with much less effort.
The Tunnel version with two viewing panes makes it possible to design stoves
as room dividers.

Division of available heat in accumulation mode
or boiler mode
HKD 2.2 SK

HKD 2.2 SK Tunnel

25 %

25 %

65 %
70 %
50 %

5%

25 %

25 %

Accumulation

Boiler mode

v Water
v Viewing glass
heating share share (fast
heating effect)

45 %

5%

30 %

30 %

Accumulation Boiler mode

v Stove insert + reheating
surface (retained
heating effect)
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Accumulation stoves with switchable water heating share.

HKD 2.2 XL SK
HKD 2.2 XL SK Tunnel

HKD 2.2 XL SK Tunnel - Tiles: Kaufmann

The „Power Pack“ for every
building situation
The concept of the accumulation stove with
switchable boiler share is combined here for the
first time with a firebox for up to 20 kg of wood.
The water-cooled heat exchanger

, integrated

in boiler case, is located sideways. This is an
advantage, when a stove is built with reduced
height or with two doors, as in Tunnel variants.

HKD 2.2 XL SK

1
2
3
4
5
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Firebox
Integrated water-cooled heat exchanger
Boiler case
Lateral combustion air nozzle
Cleaning cover or exhaust adapter for
vertical connection

HKD 2.2 XL SK

HKD 2.2 XL SK Tunnel

The most powerful boiler
With the HKD 2.2 XL SK our successful „Stubenkessel“ series gets a new
interpretation. To make space for ‚reduced-height‘ stove design, the switchable
heat exchanger is moved to the side of boiler case. The heat exchanger surface of
1,7m2 is well prepared for 20 kg of wood.
The boiler design makes a wide range of stove layouts possible (see page 18 - 19).
50 cm (10 - 20 kg)

A „power pack“, which is available also in Tunnel version. Both left- or right-hand
door options are possible in all versions.

available heat per combustion
cycle: 35 - 65 kWh
for tiled stoves with storage
mass up to 550 kg

Division of available heat in accumulation mode
or boiler mode (with 20 kg of wood)
HKD 2.2 XL SK

20 %

HKD 2.2 XL SK Tunnel

20 %

55-60 %

55-60 %
50-55 %

15 %

25-30 %

25-30 %

Accumulation

Boiler mode

v Water
v Viewing glass
heating share share (fast
heating effect)

45-50 %

10 %

30-35 %

30-35 %

Accumulation Boiler mode

v Stove insert + reheating
surface (retained
heating effect)
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Accumulation stoves with switchable water heating share.

Variants of HKD 2.2 XL SK

Variant 1a - Wood loaded from living space
„Boiler“ operating mode

HKD 2.2 XL SK with horizontal
heating gas outlets

Variant 1b - Wood loaded from both sides, e.g. room divider
„Boiler“ operating mode

HKD 2.2 XL SK Tunnel with
horizontal heating gas outlets

Variant 2 - Wood loaded from adjacent room (e.g. hallway)
„Stove“ operating mode
Hallway

Living

HKD 2.2 XL SK with rear heating
gas outlet
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1
2
3
4

Firebox
Integrated water-cooled heat exchanger
Heating gas flow directing flap
Ceramic storage mass

Variant 3 - Chimney connection on the „wrong“ side
„Boiler“ operating mode

a short, hot heating gas goes directly into the ceramic storage
a heating gas streams through boiler case with moderate temperatures

150 - 250°C

approx. 800 - 1000 °C

Reheating surface (ceramic
storage mass) and chimney
entry are on opposite sides of
boiler case.

HKD 2.2 XL SK with exhaust adapter
for vertical connection

Variant 4 - Stove system over two storeys
„Stove“ operating mode

a vertical heating gas pipe with high temperatures and no elbow sections
a slim stove body in boiler area
a easy access for heat exchanger cleaning

HKD 2.2 XL SK with exhaust adapter
for vertical connection

Hot air circulation

approx. 800 - 1000 °C
150 - 250 °C

"Stove" operating mode

The reheating surface is located on the 2nd level. The chimney has a
smoke outlet connection on both stories.
The switching flaps integrated in heating gas streams are mechanically
interconnected (Smoke pipe connection kit, art. no. 10335). A solution for
safe and easy operation.

The extra-large front door is available as option to
enable comfortable access to the complete boiler
circuit (hydraulics and cleaning).
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Tiled stoves with water-cooled heat exchanger
B4
HKD 4.1 HWM

Kompakt-Kessel B4 with EOS6 - Tiles: Sommerhuber

Space saving boiler cases for
combination with ceramic
storage mass.
Heating insert, boiler case and ceramic storage system
on the smallest floor area. We have deliberately
avoided all heating gas flaps and big, switchable heat
exchanger surfaces. The compact boiler dimensions
enable space-saving stove design.

Kompakt-Kessel B4 with
cleaning mechanism
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Firebox
Water-cooled heat exchanger
Boiler case
Ceramic storage mass
Heat up flap / Gas slot
Cleaning mechanism (option)

B4 with cleaning
mechanism

33 cm / 3 - 7 kg
available heat per combustion cycle: 10.5 - 24.5 kWh
for tiled stoves with storage mass up to 250 kg

HKD 4.1

50 cm / 5 - 10 kg
available heat per combustion cycle: 17.5 - 35 kWh
for tiled stoves with storage mass up to 250/500 kg

Boiler case for logs up to
33 cm

Boiler case with
cleaning mechanism

Boiler case for
accumulation stoves

The compact boiler with small
firebox and reduced depth.

The compact boiler with a big
firebox.

The small version of B4.

The ceramic storage mass for
‚tiled stove‘ effect is mounted
on top, or arranged adjacently.

The heating gases stream
through a ceramic storage
mass, which
is
arranged
directly around the boiler-case,
enclosing it completely from
the outside. The resulting
accumulation stove design is
compact and very efficient, due
to the fact that its water boiler
core is heated both from inside
and outside.

The adjacent ceramic storage
mass provides the ‚tiled stove‘
effect.

With the comfortable cleaning
mechanism, the periodic heat
exchanger cleaning is much
easier and faster to complete.

Division of available heat
B4

HKD 4.1
HWM

45-55 %

45-55 %

44 %

35-45%

35-45%

10 %

10 %

10 %

B5

46 %

B4 with adjacent storage mass

v Water
v Viewing glass
heating share share (fast
heating effect)

v Stove insert + reheating
surface (retained
heating effect)
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Tiled stoves with water-cooled heat exchanger

B7
B8

Kompakt-Kessel B8 with EOS6 - Tiles: Sommerhuber

For old and new.
The firebox, enclosed by a water jacket,
is designed mainly for ceramic storage
mass heating. Sufficiently high heating
gas temperatures make it possible to
create true tiled stoves with dominant
radiant heat effect. The arrangement
of the heat exchanger surfaces allows
Kompakt-Kessel B8

for operation with virtually no cleaning
necessary.
Due to the dimensions of the boiler
case and cast iron front plate, the B7
and B8 models are perfectly suitable for
exchange in existing tiled stoves. This
way it is possible to upgrade an existing
accumulation stove in a short time, by
adding water heating functionality at
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reasonable cost.

B7

B8

33 cm / 3 - 6 kg
available heat per combustion cycle: 10.5 - 21 kWh
for tiled stoves with storage mass up to 400 kg

50 cm / 4 - 8 kg
available heat per combustion cycle: 14 - 28 kWh
for tiled stoves with storage mass up to 600 kg

Division of available heat
B7

B8

33 %

33 %

57 %

57 %

10 %

10 %

B8 with adjacent storage mass

1
2
3
4

Firebox
Boiler case
Ceramic storage mass
Heat up flap / Gas slot

v Water
v Viewing glass
heating share share (fast
heating effect)
v Stove insert + reheating
surface (retained
heating effect)
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Waterbearing fireplaces

Waterbearing fireplaces.
Fireplace inserts with top-mount heat exchanger
or in combination with boiler case. The big viewing
glass ensures real fireplace atmosphere.
A great share of heating power is used for water
heating, which is supplied into the heating system.
Additional benefit: the „steam bath effect“ in the
room of installation is avoided even with very
frequent heating periods.
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Kamin-Kessel Eck 57/67/44r
with 70 mm mounting frame
by Hepp, Solingen

1
2
3

Firebox
Integrated fin-type heat exchanger
Boiler case

The fin-type heat
exchanger
This heat exchanger principle is
used in many of our Kamin-Kessels.
The fins attached around the heat
exchanger
pipes
significantly
increase the active heat exchange
surface.
An additional advantage of this new system is a reduction of required cleaning
effort. Under normal operating conditions, the soot deposits on the heat exchanger
fins get burned due to very high surface temperatures.

Heat emission

Boiler share

50 - 70 %

30 - 50 %

3 - 7 kg

33 - 50 cm

20 - 35 %

55 - 70 %

4 - 7 kg

33 - 50 cm

50 - 70 %

30 -50 %

3 - 7 kg

33 - 50 cm





Fireplaces with top-mount boiler
Fireplaces with boiler case
Tunnel versions with top-mount boiler
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Fireplaces with top-mount boiler

Kompakt-Kamin, RF 55.2 with ‚Kesselmodul‘
Stil-Kamin 51/67 with top-mount boiler
Architektur-Kamin 45/101 with top-mount boiler
Architektur-Kamin 38/86 with top-mount boiler

Architektur-Kamin 38/86 with top-mount boiler
Construction by Ziegler, Wasserburg

With top-mount boiler.
In place of a metallic reheating device, a
water-cooled heat exchanger is mounted
on top of a fireplace insert. The water
heating

share

reduces

direct

heat

emission into the room and supports the
heating system.

Architektur-Kamin 38/86 with
top-mount boiler.
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1
2
3
4

Firebox
Integrated fin-type heat exchanger
Boiler case
Smoke collector for horizontal/
vertical connection

RF 55.2 with
‚Kesselmodul‘

Stil-Kamin 51/67 with
top-mount boiler

33-50 cm 3 - 7 kg

Architektur-Kamin
38/86 with top-mount
boiler

Architektur-Kamin
45/101 with
top-mount boiler

33-50 cm 4 - 7 kg

available heat per combustion cycle: 10.5 - 24.5 kWh

Fireplaces with top mount water-cooled heat exchanger.
The fireplace effect is dominant in this solution.

a the „Kesselmodul“ version with integrated
heat exchanger pipes for BRUNNER KompaktKamins, RF 55.2 and HKD 2.2

a the „top-mount boiler“ version with integrated
fin-type heat exchanger for the ArchitekturKamin 45/101, Architektur-Kamin 38/86 and
Stil-Kamin 51/67

Division of available heat
Kompakt-Kamins -

Stil-Kamin 51/67

RF 55.2

Architektur-Kamin 38/86

HKD 2.2

Architektur-Kamin 45/101

with Kesselmodul

with top-mount boiler

30 %
35-50 %

30 %
25-35 %

40 %
v Water
heating share

25-30 %
v Viewing glass
share (fast
heating effect)

v Fireplace insert
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Fireplaces with boiler case
HKD 2.2k SK
Kamin-Kessel 62/76
Kamin-Kessel Eck 57/67/44

Kamin-Kessel 62/76

Fireplaces with boiler case
- lots of visible flames and
maximal boiler yield.
In the boiler case versions, the fireplaces
have the minimal direct heat emission
share. That‘s perfect for situations, when a
big viewing glass is desired, but the available
room space is relatively small.
A boiler case with integrated water-cooled
Kamin-Kessel 62/76

heat exchanger utilizes up to 70 % of the
available heat.

1
2
3
4
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Firebox
Integrated water-cooled heat exchanger
Boiler case
Boiler insulation

HKD 2.2k SK

25 - 33 cm 3 - 5 kg
available heat per combustion
cycle: 10.5 - 17.5 kWh

Kamin-Kessel 62/76

Kamin-Kessel Eck
57/67/44

30 - 50 cm 4 - 7 kg
available heat per combustion cycle: 14 - 24.5 kWh

Reduced depth (< 45 cm)
and high boiler share.

Lots of visible flames and maximal boiler yield.

The design of HKD 2.2k with
integrated
fin-type
heat
exchanger
enables
compact
fireplace dimensions. Without any
additional reheating devices, with
direct chimney connection, it will
find enough space in every room.
The HKD 2.2 k SK is available with
a flat or round side-opening door,
or flat lifting door.

Our Kamin-Kessels combine the atmosphere of a true fireplace with high
water heating capabilities. A boiler case with integrated water-cooled
heat exchanger utilizes up to 60 % of the available heat.

Division of available heat
HKD 2.2k SK

65-70 %

Kamin-Kessel
62/76

Kamin-Kessel
Eck 57/67/44

49-60 %

55 %

5-16%

10%

35 %

35 %

10 %

20-25 %
v Water
heating share

v Viewing glass
share (fast
heating effect)

v Fireplace insert
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Tunnel versions with top-mount boiler
HKD 2.2 f/r Tunnel with Kesselmodul
Architektur-Kamin Tunnel 38/86 with top-mount boiler
Architektur-Kamin Tunnel 45/101 with top-mount boiler
Stil-Kamin Tunnel 51/67 with top-mount boiler

Architektur-Kamin Tunnel 45/101 with top-mount boiler

Tunnel fireplaces with
water-cooled heat
exchanger
„Tunnel“ means, that the fireplaces can
be loaded with wood from both sides,
and provide the same beautiful view of
flames on each side. The raised „heat
load“, which is delivered directly into
the room, can be reduced by the watercooling principle. The boiler share is
used to support the heating system.

Architektur-Kamin Tunnel 38/86
with top-mount boiler
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1
2
3
4

Firebox
Integrated fin-type heat exchanger
Boiler case
Smoke collector for horizontal/
vertical connection

HKD 2.2 f/r Tunnel with
Kesselmodul

Stil-Kamin Tunnel 51/67
with top-mount boiler

Architektur-Kamin Tunnel
38/86 with top-mount boiler
Architektur-Kamin Tunnel
45/101 with top-mount boiler

33-50 cm 4 - 7 kg
33 cm 3 - 5 kg
available heat per combustion cycle: 10.5 - 17.5 kWh

Stove insert with
Kesselmodul as room
divider.
The ‚Kesselmodul‘ water heater
is installed on top of HKD 2.2
Tunnel. This combination has
very compact dimensions.
The energy of heating gases,
which are available during
combustion, is used to provide
heating water.

available heat per combustion cycle: 14 - 24.5 kWh

Fireplace insert in Tunnel version with top-mount
boiler.
Standard fireplace formats with two ceramic glass panes and one topmount heat exchanger. The top-mount boiler reduces the direct heating
load within the living spaces and supports the central heating with its
water
heating
share.
Division of available heat
For frequent use
and rooms under
50 m2, doubleglazed door versions are recommended.

HKD 2.2 f/r
Tunnel with
top-mount boiler

Stil-Kamin
Architektur-Kamin
Tunnel 51/67 with
Tunnel 38/86 u.
top-mount boiler
45/101 with
top-mount boiler

30 %
35-40 %
20 %

50 %
v Water
heating share

45-50 %
5%

15 %

45-50 %

45-50 %

v Viewing glass
share (fast
heating effect)

v Fireplace insert
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Waterbearing Brunner System fireplaces

BSK
BSK
BSK
BSK

02
04
06 / BSK 06 Tunnel
08 / BSK 08 Tunnel

BSK 08 with Stil-Kamin 51/67 with top-mount boiler

Waterbearing BSK fireplaces.
There is no way to build a quality waterbearing fireplace
quicker and cheaper. Exactly dimensioned thermal
concrete components enable fast assembly.
Form and design of these fireplace kits ensure best
functionality and safe installation at minimal space
requirements.

Stil-Kamin 51/67
with top-mount
boiler in BSK 08
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1
2
3
4

Firebox
Top-mount heat exchanger
Smoke collector for vertical connection
Trim assembly kit BSK 08

BSK 02

with Kamin-Kessel Eck
57/67/44

BSK 04

with Kamin-Kessel
62/76

BSK 06

BSK 08

BSK 06 Tunnel

BSK 08 Tunnel

with Architektur-Kamin
45/101 & AK Tunnel
45/101 with top-mount
boiler

with Stil-Kamin 51/67
and Stil Tunnel 51/67
with top-mount boiler

33 - 50 cm 4 - 7 kg
available heat per combustion cycle: 14 - 24.5 kWh

Trim assembly kit for waterbearing
fireplaces
The prefabricated trim assembly kits are available
in grey concrete look (exposed concrete class
2-3). The surface can be plastered or painted
with suitable paints.
For room-high structures, insulation of ceiling is
required. The placement of fresh air intake and
circulating air openings depends on visual and
spatial conditions.

Division of available heat
BSK 02

BSK 04

BSK 06
BSK 06 Tunnel

49-60%

45-50 %

BSK 08
BSK 08 Tunnel

35-40 %

55 %

for more details, please
refer to our brochure System
fireplaces.

10 %

5-16 %

35 %

35 %

v Water
heating share

5-15 %
15-35 %

35-50 %

v Viewing glass share
(fast heating effect)

25-50 %

v Fireplace insert
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Waterbearing kitchen stoves.

Herd-Kessel
Cooking, frying, baking, and central heating on demand. This is the perfect
utilizing variant for wood firing. As a classic kitchen stove, it was offered
that way for many decades.
BRUNNER has „re-invented“ this idea for contemporary building methods,
or at least optimized according to our current standards.
A true wood firing stove, featuring its ISO combustion chamber for high
temperatures, which allows for comfortable loads up to 6 kg. The hot
combustion gases can be led alternatively straight under the cooking plate
or through an integrated water heater section.
The boiler case is designed to provide the room with as little heat as
possible, when in „Heating operation“ mode. With traditional stoves,
yesterday‘s kitchen became very often a steam bath due to the excessive
direct heat share.
The boiler can be cleaned from above, after the cooking plate is dismantled.
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1
2
3

Firebox
Switchable heat exchanger
Boiler case

Kitchen stove-boiler
Tiles: Sommerhuber
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Kitchen stove with water-cooled heat exchanger
Herd-Kessel
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Cooking and baking:

Heating:

The hot combustion gases are streaming straight
under the cooking plate and through the ceramic
ducts around the baking oven. In this case, a
completely „normal“ kitchen stove operation is
guaranteed - what is unusual, is that the cooking
plate is actually a „warm-keeping plate“, because it
has no contact with the fire and flames at all.

Combustion gases are streaming from the firebox
into the large-dimensioned water heater section. In
this mode, no cooking plate parts are heated directly.
Available combustion heat is used for production of
hot water.

Kitchen stove-boiler

a boiler case as Tunnel variant

a or as „heat right through“
version for storage mass

33 cm 3 - 6 kg
suitable for heating load up to 6 kW
available heat per combustion cycle: 10.5 - 21 kWh
Kitchen stove-boiler
Tiles: Sommerhuber

Division of available heat in
„Cooking“ or „Heating“ operation
modes
Cooking

Heating

48 %

1
2
3
4
5
6

‚Herd-Kessel‘ kitchen stove
Warm-keeping plate
Cooking plate
Baking compartment
„Cooking/Baking“ - „Heating“
switch
Switchable integrated heat
exchanger

65 %

44 %

27 %

8%

8%

v Water
heating share

v Viewing
glass share

v Heating insert
+ Cooking plate
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Architektur-Kamin 38/86 with top-mount boiler

EOS 6 Touchdisplay with white glass panel
Here: Home View with black background

Here: Tile stove menu with white background

The EOS by BRUNNER.
A wood firing device is just as good as the wood itself and proper operation.
The EOS 6 stove control system by BRUNNER offers maximal comfort of use, clean combustion
and highest efficiency. You just need to put the wood inside, strike a match and close the door.
From now on, the combustion process is adjusted automatically. A small servo-motor will adjust
the supply of combustion air until the air is shut off in the last phase. The Touchdisplay informs
the user about the progress of combustion, and provides other relevant data about the complete
heating system.
We could not think of a more comfortable or easier way of operating a tiled stove heating.
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Planning.
A tiled stove, fireplace or kitchen
stove supports the central heating.
While planning, it is most important to align the
production and distribution of heat with the specific
heating load of a building.
Heating power consists in the following:
Heating power depends on actual load of firewood and stoking
intervals.
Calorific value of wood: 1 kg = 3.5 kWh
For example, when a 7 kg pile of wood gets burned every 3 hours,
the average heating power could be estimated as follows:
7 kg x 3.5 KWh/kg = 24.5 kWh / 3 h = 8.16 KW
With a heat division characteristic of 40/60 (e.g. Kamin-Kessel), we
get in average: 3.26 kW radiant heat/convection power and 4.9 kW
boiler power.

Heating load and wood consumption
It‘s not possible to tell how high the consumption of wood might be, if the average heat
demand of a building is unknown. Heating load calculations according to EN 12831 are
offered by engineers and planning offices; such services are also offered on the Internet.
Heating load is determined for extremely low outdoor temperatures (-12 °C to -16 °C).
During normal winter days, demand is around 30 - 50% below design case value (see
„Daily wood consumption“ chart).
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The heat source
Besides the wish to have a tiled stove, a fireplace or a kitchen stove functionality, the choice of the right
water heater plays the most important role. The main criteria include the available water heating
or boiler shares of a heating device - heating power specifications are only secondary references.
The boiler share or direct emission share of a heating insert should possibly comply with the heat
distribution of a building. Too much heat emission will lead to a „steam bath“ effect.

The most suitable water heater is selected according
to the required heat shares. In this example, the living
spaces to be heated by direct heat emission are marked
with a colour (here: approx. 48 % of the living space). In
this case, the perfect water heater should have a boiler
share of approx. 50 % or more.

Daily wood consumption
Logwood

Outdoor temperature

extreme

normal

a Amount of wood to be fired every
day, depending on the heating load of
building and outdoor temperature. The
chart takes into account the active night
lowering function and hot water demand
of four residents. Solar, passive or any
other energy incomes are not included!
For extreme winter conditions (avg. outdoor temperature -15 °C), a building with
a heating load of 6.1 kW will need 42 kg
of wood to be fired every day; for normal
winter days, with outdoor temperatures
between -5 °C to 5 °C, only 16 - 28 kg is
required.

Heating load at -15 deg. Celsius (kW)
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Safety and comfort of use
Put some wood inside, strike a match and

Elektronische

the stove control will do the job. The now
Ofensteuerung

obvious comfort of use and the appropriate
safety levels are currently offered only by

BRUNNER. With EOS, all heating system functions can
be automated. Besides comfort of use, this is also a
guarantee of perfect emissions and particulate matter
values combined with optimal efficiency.

Control board and Touchdisplay of EOS 6

Kompakt-Kessel B8

USA

Unterdruck
Sicherheits
Abschalter

For the continuous monitoring
of

a

controllable

ventilation

system working together with a
wood firing device in the same

living space, we recommend the installation
of our USA- negative pressure safety device.
The monitoring unit is activated, when fire is
lit. In the meantime, the system is in standby
mode.

for more details, please refer to
our brochure Control systems
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Negative pressure safety device with glass front. DiBt
approval number Z-85.1-8

The hydraulic connection with heating system
From a technical point of view, integration with your existing heating system has two basic
requirements:
• a pump unit with return flow increasing device, installed by a heating contractor
• a buffer tank with sufficient holding capacity
The heating water output levels during combustion are mostly far beyond the current needs of a heating
system. These temporary differences are compensated by a buffer tank.
It collects and holds the excessive heat, and makes it available when combustion is finished. Depending
on the situation, it is necessary to heat up again after 3 - 8 hours. Buffer tank volume is usually between
500 - 1000 litres. Greater volumes are unreasonable in most cases, because the extended tank width results
in faster equalization of different temperature levels, than with a „slim-waisted“ tank.

Connection points on hydraulic box of a
BRUNNER Heating Center (BHZ)

Perfect heat management can be achieved most easily with a pre-assembled heating center.
The interplay between heat sources, heat storage and heat distribution is perfectly optimized. When
generated heat amount exceeds the current demand, it is stored and released only after a certain demand
is raised. For „Guaranteed function“ installations, BRUNNER recommends the use of BHZ in your heating
system setup (page 44).

‚Tiled stove pump unit‘ with integrated return
flow increase.
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BHZ 2.0
The perfect solution for single- and two storey
houses. The hydraulics and controls are networked
into a systemic solution, combined with a modern
user interface.
The BRUNNER Heating Center is a complete, pre-assembled, turn key
heating and heat storage system. It is designed for the connection and
management of multiple heat sources of different types, especially
for the integration of waterbearing stoves and fireplaces.
The eco-hierarchic operation principle is adapted for the application
of renewable heating sources. The hydraulic and control system
components have been optimized by us over the last 20 years.
Whether in new systems or in heating system modernization with
existing components (e.g. hot water boiler, oil heater), the Heating
Center integrates all heating sources with the building systems and
optimizes the interplay between the heat sources, heat storage and
heat distribution.

The entire heating system at a glance
All tiled stove and heating functions of EOS and BHZ can be operated
from the same Touchdisplay.

Touchdisplay with Home
View of the BHZ

a The depicted hydraulic box of BHZ 2.0 (front
cover is flipped open or removed) contains
connections for:
By touching the individual text
or graphic fields you can find
more details for the provided
functions and information.
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for more details, please refer to our
brochure Heating Center.

a

Heat source 1 (tiled stove with heat
exchanger)

a

Heat source 2 (solar heating system with
separated circuits)

a

Heat source 3 (e.g. oil, gas)

a

Fresh water module with plate heat
exchanger (hot water for domestic use)

a

Two controlled heating circuits

BRUNNER Heating Center BHZ 2.0 with storage capacity of 1000 L
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The variants.
Waterbearing
tiled stoves

B7

B8

B5

B4

33 %

33 %

46 %

45 - 55 %

Waterbearing
fireplaces

Kompakt-Kamins with
Kesselmodul, here:
KK 57/67f
with Kesselmodul
30 %

HKD 2.2f
HKD 2.2 Tunnel
with Kesselmodul with Kesselmodul
30 %

30 %

Waterbearing
kitchen stoves
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Herd-Kessel

Herd-Kessel
Tunnel

48 - 65 %

48 - 65 %

Door frames are orange

Water heating share

Stil-Kamin
51/67
with top-mount boiler
35 - 40 %

Stil-Kamin
Tunnel 51/67
with top-mount boiler
35 - 40 %

Architektur-Kamin
38/86
with top-mount boiler
45 - 50 %

HKD 4.1 HWM

HKD 4.1 w

HKD 4.1 SK

HKD 2.2 SK

HKD 2.2 SK
Tunnel

HKD 2.2 XL - SK

HKD 2.2 XL SK
Tunnel

HKD 2.2 XLSK with front
door and vertical exhaust adapter

45 - 55 %

2 - 40 %

30 - 70 %

25 - 70 %

25 - 65 %

20 - 60 %

20 - 60 %

20 - 60 %

Architektur-Kamin
Tunnel 38/86
with top-mount boiler
45 - 50 %

Architektur-Kamin
45/101
with top-mount boiler
45 - 50 %

Architektur-Kamin
Tunnel 45/101
with top-mount boiler
45 - 50 %

Kamin-Kessel
62/76

Kamin-Kessel Eck
57/67/44l

Kamin-Kessel Eck
57/67/44r

HKD 2.2k SK

48 - 60 %

55 %

55 %

65 - 70 %

a

Essential accessories for optimal chimney draft, efficiency
and beautiful flames:

The BRUNNER damper flap before chimney entry.
The BRUNNER Sissi flap in combustion air supply duct.

Technical Data & Dimensions in Product and Download sections on www.brunner.de
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For your safety:
A tiled stove and a fireplace are lifetime companions. This is ensured by
original BRUNNER components, which comply with the highest quality
standards. Even the comparatively high weight of our products reflects
our motto:
»Only the best is good enough for your tiled stove and fireplace.«
Therefore insist on genuine BRUNNER.
We guarantee with our good name for every piece of our stove

Heating concept with waterbearing
tiled stove

components.
Eggenfelden, July 2014

Ulrich Brunner

made in germany.

The free Brunner App for
iPhone, iPad & Android is now
available from App Store & at
Google Play.

Ulrich Brunner GmbH
Zellhuber Ring 17 - 18
D-84307 Eggenfelden
Telefon: +49 8721 771-0
Telefax: +49 8721 771-100
info@brunner.de · www.brunner.de
BRUNNER products are offered and sold only by qualified dealers and service
centres.
Subject to technical and assortment changes. Errors excepted.
Status 07/2014 · Ver. 4.1 · BRU1238.2 · 2K · atwerb.de
The paper used in this brochure is produced using pulp from sustainable forest
management. Printed with organic inks based on renewable raw materials.
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Kompakt-Kessel B4
Tiles: Sommerhuber

